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Context

China’s role in the international timber trade

- China is the world’s largest importer and exporter of 

timber products.

- China’s timber industry is highly dependent on the 

supply of external resources, and this dependence is 

likely to continue for a long time.

- China‘s timber supply chain is long and complex. It 

involves multiple players along the chain, which results 

in a relatively high risk of illegally harvested timber 

being mixed into the supply chain.
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Context

Policy development and opportunities

- A green and sustainable supply chain is of great 

significance to China’s new development pattern of 

international and domestic dual circulation.

- Ecological civilization and China’s commitment to 

peak carbon emissions by 2030 and achieve carbon 

neutral by 2060 (“3060” or dual carbon targets).

- Global Development Initiative (GDI) to promote UN 

2030 Sustainable Development Agenda and the African 

Union’s Agenda 2063.
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Output Goals

Project Phase 1: Develop a timber legality policy framework, specifically: 

1) Improve China's timber legality verification system to make it more operational; 

2) Promote application of China‘s timber legality verification system in Chinese enterprises and associations;

3) Strengthen collaboration between government management departments to develop timber legality

management policy framework;

4) Facilitate communications and high-level dialogues between governments to and promote consensus 

and understanding of timber legality;

5) Build a communication platform between China and relevant organizations and institutions to promote 

global efforts to combat illegal logging and associated trade.

Project Phase II: Government policies/recommendations aimed at ensuring legality of China's forest 

product supply chain

A timber legality verification system that meets market needs of China‘s major trading partners, pilot at

selected enterprises, and obtain approval by relevant Chinese government departments.
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The Approach

1. Import Management Controls

- Improve China's timber legality verification system

- Research on China‘s imported timber management policies, and provide technical support for the revision 

of China’s “Forest Law” to incorporate requirements such as combating illegal logging into Article 65 of the 

new Law

Multi-stakeholder consultation on management of

timber import

Internal meeting on import timber management

(January 2020)
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Framework of China’s Timber Legality Verification System
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The Approach

2. Mutual Recognition of legality Systems

- Initiative to establish mutual recognition of

timber legality verification systems between and

among economics of Asia-Pacific Economic

Cooperation (APEC)

- Under the above initiative, develop timber

legality guidelines for APEC member economics

- Discussions between China and Indonesia on

roadmaps of mutual recognition
Discussion meeting of APEC Expert Group on Illegal Logging and Associated

Trade (EGILAT)
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The Approach

3. Bilateral Agreements with Producer Countries

- At government level:

Provide technical support to China’s National

Forestry and Grassland Administration (NFGA) in

their efforts to reach forestry cooperation agreement

with government of Myanmar, Laos, Gabon and

Cameroon on illegal logging and timber trade

Signing of

cooperation

agreement

between China’s

and Lao timber

industrial

associations in

2021

- At industry association level:

Facilitate signing of cooperation agreement

between industry association of China and

producer countries on principles, standards

and methodologies of timber legality
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Changes after 8 Years

1. Legal framework/import controls

Direction:

8 years ago: no legislation in China

specifically governing legality of timber

imports, though it was sort of expressed in

some laws and regulations such as the

Criminal Law, the Customs Law, etc.

Now: the most recently revised Forest

Law incorporates requirements on timber

legality.

Prospects:

1) Explore broader and more effective policies and

approaches to continue support legal framework development

and compliance with Chinese stakeholders.

2) China’s new Forest Law can be a driver for strengthening

supply chain management, and its implementing guidelines

(secondary legislation) are currently under development.
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Changes after 8 Years

1. Legal framework/import controls

Challenges and strategies to overcome

Territorial jurisdiction concerns

Focus on:

1) behaviors of Chinese enterprises 

operating overseas or doing business

with overseas, and

2) establishing G2G relationships that 

facilitate legal and sustainable trade

Focus on:

1) exploring ledger systems and 

supply chain traceability 

systems e.g., block chain

2) Pilots

Management of long and complex

supply chain
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Changes after 8 Years

1. Legal framework/import controls

InFIT Support/Engagement

Support to develop and test industrial standards (CTLVS)

1) CTLVS pilot to help enterprises build a timber legality 

due diligence mechanism and traceability system

2) Increase enterprises’ awareness and participation

through publicity and capacity building training

3) Issues observed and feedbacks collected from pilot

implementation and trainings provide first-hand 

information and reference for the Chinese government 

on legality management of imported timber.

An introductory meeting for Chinese enterprises on CTLVS in 2016
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Changes after 8 Years

1. Legal framework/import controls

InFIT Support/Engagement

Develop and test block chain/timber ledger management 

approach

1) Investigate ledger management of timber enterprises 

and sorted out supervision requirements for ledger 

management in various provinces and the application 

status of the entry and exit ledger of certified and non-

certified enterprises. 

2) Develop blockchain technology to trace supply chain 

of timber and wood products from raw material import, 

transportation, warehousing, transaction, processing

and export.
Traceability information of pilot enterprises using blockchain (2021)
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Changes after 8 Years

1. Legal framework/import controls

InFIT Support/Engagement

Research and dialogues with China Customs, Tsinghua

University, etc.

Host training sessions for enterprises, customs and other law 

enforcement officials from time to time to ensure main 

implementers of the project are fully aware of and understand 

recent progress and development trend of timber legality and

trade, and that they can formulate corresponding internal control 

methods and supervision mechanisms to facilitate a sustainable

timber market.

Upper: Project team had an exchange with the Customs

Department on management of imported timber;

Lower: NGFA official explained the new Forest Law to

enterprises in September 2020
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Changes after 8 Years

2. Mutual recognition of legality systems

Now: some economies have realized the

positive impacts of mutual recognition to

regional trade, and a few of them have

begun to develop their own timber legality

guidelines to guide enterprise’ behaviors

Prospects:

1) Considering the long efforts to reach regional recognition,

some countries have made attempts for mutual recognition first

2) Industrial associations across different countries can also

collaborate to promote mutual recognition of industrial standards

Direction:

8 years ago: lack of common

understandings on mutual recognition that

resulted in great challenges of achieving a

mutually recognized set of standards
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Changes after 8 Years

2. Mutual recognition of legality systems

Challenges and strategies to overcome

Focus on:

1) Promote the improvement of internal 

management and controls among

enterprises

2) Promote connection of association 

standards between countries and 

facilitate guidance policies by the

government

Due to the differences in the 

management measures, standards 

and laws of their respective 

legalities, the theoretical basis for 

mutual recognition is not yet very 

mature

Mutual recognition involves supply 

chain management and monitoring, 

and there are still some 

shortcomings in the current 

traceability technology
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Changes after 8 Years

2. Mutual recognition of national legality systems

InFIT Support/Engagement

1) Reach broad consensus on 

timber legality through China's 

participation in the APEC 

dialogues and the work of the 

EGILAT

2) Through the establishment of a 

bilateral dialogue mechanism 

between China and Indonesia, 

share experience and exchange 

opinions towards formulating a 

roadmap for mutual recognition of 

timber legality

Upper: 8th APEC EGILAT

meeting in 2015

Lower: Field visit to Indonesia

to learn SVLK
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Changes after 8 Years

3. Bilateral agreements

Direction:

8 years ago: China signed forestry cooperation agreement

that includes terms related to combatting illegal logging

and trade with some other countries, but lacks concrete

activities and implementation mechanisms

Now: bilateral forestry cooperation agreements have more

detailed focus and components of activities, encourage different

stakeholders to participate, and pay more attention to

implementation and impacts

Upper: workshop

on China-

Indonesia forestry

cooperation

Right: the forestry

cooperation MoU

between China

and Indonesia

中华人民共和国政府
和印度尼西亚共和国政府

关于合作打击非法林产品贸易的
谅解备忘录

二OO二年
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Changes after 8 Years

3. Bilateral agreements

InFIT Support/Engagement

1) Promote high-level dialogues among governments to 

strengthen global forest governance (China-UK SDD, China-

EU BCM, APEC EGILAT, etc. 

2) Strengthen cooperation and coordination with industry 

associations

3) Participate in dialogues and experience sharing of 

international organizations and non-governmental 

organizations to share project experience and practices on 

timber legality

4) Participate in forums and dialogues related to combating 

illegal logging and related trade or timber legality and promote 

consensus and understanding among stakeholders on issues 

such as timber legality trade policies and practices.

Upper: 7th

BCM

meeting

Lower:

Tropical

Forest

Alliance

China

Community

Gathering
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Where is this leading?

1) Responsibility and awareness enhancement: Recognition of need for Chinese enterprises to adhere to 

laws and regulations as well as worker’s rights, indigenous peoples and communities and the link with poverty 

and livelihoods. Securing economic growth and food security, addressing climate change, global biodiversity 

loss. 

2) Discipline and incentives: Practical challenge of the large number of enterprises involved and enforcement 

of rules. Companies that do well need incentives and product premiums.

3) Multi-stakeholder participation and efficiency: China generally welcomes initiatives to convene forums to 

establish international rules that govern sustainable global trade in timber and forest-related products

4) Establish consensus and cooperation: Institutional coordination between the upstream and downstream 

countries of the supply chain
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